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Chronicling the creation of the
     broadband over power lines industry

FCC, FERC create BPL playing field
Startled utility industry

holding the ball
What does FCC-FERC

BPL action mean?

BPL’s biggest week yet started Tuesday
with delegations led by chairmen of the
FCC and FERC converging on the
Manassas BPL deployment to see BPL in
action (BPL Today Special Bulletin, 10/14).

The highly unusual convergence of
federal commissions reached a peak two
days later when FERC Chairman Pat Wood
and commissioners Nora Brownell and
Suedeen Kelly attended FCC’s monthly

meeting for the release of final BPL rules.
While the utility industry’s attention

was elsewhere, BPL grew up.
BPL manufacturers had had a tough

time of it a few years back but the world
has now changed.

Technology has advanced and major
roadblocks have been overcome —
getting around transformers and solving
interference problems with emergency
services and amateur radio.

Most utilities are still shy because of
the fiber industry implosion and the
incredible deflation in value from the
generation overexpansion.

Caught up in back-to-basics the last
thing utilities are looking for is a new
communications gadget to lose money on.

How did we get from that to self-

healing networks, the 21st century power
grid, homeland security, the third pipe to
homes and businesses and the urgent call to
catch up with other nations in the evolution
of the digital economy?

What changed was the BPL hardware
makers went back to the lab and radically
upgraded the equipment, answering most
or all of the concerns causing the stigma.

A few trials later and word spread to
the FCC that BPL was ready to take a real
stab at solving the problem of getting
America wired for the future.

BPL shows up at a time when courts
make incumbent telecom much more
expensive thus it opens a new frontier for
CLECs to do business.

Chairman Wood made clear that BPL
can play a vital role in solving reliability
problems while helping create efficiency
and security for a grid facing alarming
congestion issues and ever-growing
demand.

BPL is mostly a distribution system play
meaning it’s on local power lines under
state jurisdiction.

When the interstate transmission lines
are pulled into the picture FERC might have
to create its own rules but for now FERC
wanted to show moral support and lent
expertise on power lines to its fellow
commission.

Powell took the leadership role to make
BPL official, giving much-needed
interference limits and certification
standards the technology needs to grow
and adapt, and he did it so fast it took
almost everyone by surprise.

Chairman Powell effectively Thursday
created a national playing field for BPL and
handed-off the ball to an unsuspecting
world of power line owners in towns and
cities across America that want to reap the
economic benefits broadband offers.

Underserved towns and cities just want
what Manassas wanted when it created a
commercial fiber network and then cost-
effectively expanded it to many more
customers via BPL.

Some argue that the benefits BPL in
homeland security, utility security and
reliability and a wealth of gadgets and
devices that help governments do their jobs
are enough to justify putting broadband in
power wires and see selling IP-based
services to customers as an added revenue
stream.

Others see delivering the triple-play

Wood, Powell see eye to eye on BPL policy
A joint statement from FERC Chairman
Pat Wood and FCC Chairman Michael
Powell last week declared the two agree
that “BPL holds great promise for the
American public:”

•  Ubiquitous broadband deployment
is important to the economic,
educational, social, medical and cultural
welfare of the country and to reach that
goal national policies should smooth
rapid deployment of all broadband
technologies including BPL.
“Policymakers at all levels should
coordinate their efforts to promote a
minimally intrusive policy framework
for such technologies.”

•  High-speed communications over
utility poles and electric power lines
creates an opportunity to boost
competitive broadband choices and grid
management options of utilities.

•  BPL may offer added grid
communications and controls to improve
reliability and efficiency such as “self-
healing” networks, improved security
from physical and cyber threats, allowing
more use of distributed generation (by
automating management of variable
power sources such as wind and solar),
giving control of the energy-use of
appliances and equipment to customers
and utilities, better load management and
grid use, AMR and other applications that

give control and data to end users such
as outage detection and equipment
performance monitoring.

•  “These services should be
allowed to develop according to market
demands with minimal regulation.”

The two urged utilities to:
•  Pursue new and developing

technologies such as BPL that will
foster greater customer options in
broadband, more efficient management
of the power supply system and ensure
added operational reliability;

•  Allocate revenues and costs
related to new technologies such as
BPL between regulated and unregulated
functions (Wood told reporters
Thursday a 50/50 split of costs
between utility shareholders and
taxpayers makes sense to him since
both groups benefit).

The chairmen agreed to:
•  Continue to encourage the

development of new technologies that
give added competitive broadband
options, promote continued US
leadership in broadband technology and
improve power supply system security,
reliability and efficiency, and

• Monitor the unfolding experience
with BPL to make sure existing
regulations don’t stifle this “nascent
technology.”
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(voice, TV and internet) over a third pipe as
reason enough for BPL and consider the
utility and government benefits as the gravy.

An economics rule-of-thumb heard
often by us is that a third competitor enables
real market forces that simply doesn’t exist
when two players own the whole field —
such as the DSL/cable face-off.

Two players have a tendency to see
who can get away with charging the
highest price without losing too many
customers.

Powell told the FCC meeting
Thursday that once BPL hit Manassas the
local cable firm dropped its broadband
price drastically.

We heard the firm cut its price in half
and drastically changed its sell from $60/
month plus $25 installation fee and long
contracts to $30/month and three months
free just for letting them hook you up.
True competition almost always reveals
itself in the offer.

The same day FCC cleared the way for
BPL, Verizon declared “a new competitive
choice for broadband service in hundreds
of communities across America” as it
launched DSL for the first time in three
states and expanded it in 11 others.

Some believe we may look back at
what the FCC accomplished this week as
a great moment in the history of
technology.

The United Nations last week started a
task force to help bring information
technology to the developing world
charged with finding ways to pay for it.

Some folks imagine what it would
look like if the networks now installed to
serve some 4 billion human beings around
planet earth were affordably converted to
carry all the services, economic benefits
and human knowledge IP can deliver.

Outgoing EPRI CEO Kurt Yeager
warned BPL Today’s sister publication,
Restructuring Today in August of the
consequences of not upgrading the grid to
capture the economic benefits of a digital
society.

“In a digital society the reliability of
power is at least as valuable as the energy
itself but we don’t have any price signals
for reliability,” Yeager told RT.

“We don’t measure it — in a digital
way — so in effect there’s no value put on
it and nobody captures the ‘rents’ on that.”

EPRI calculated a 50¢ surcharge on
every dollar spent on power in America,
the cost of managing losses from poor
reliability on the grid.

“We’ve got to begin recognizing that
...  digital reliability is a very valuable item
and as I said it’s worth nominally about
50¢ for every dollar of electricity and
we’ve got to start figuring out how we’re
going to deal with that.”

The US economy would gain
dramatically if the grid were
micromanaged by IP-enabled monitors,

switches, voltage controls and meters.
Those of us that haven’t been doing

back-to-basics let ourselves imagine the
digital economy where IP networks will
become ubiquitous and our lives will be
forever changed.

America is entering a world where
refrigerators and stoplights will start to
have IP addresses.

Manassas has a plan to monitor and
control traffic intersections and keep an
eye on its substations using BPL.

Conversations across town and around
the globe can flow smoothly and affordably
as we move between the networks in our
home, outdoors and at work.

Those who predicted the end of long-
distance telephone are seeing it happen.
Others who imagined programmable
phone systems can now have personal
control over where and how a phone call
finds them, or doesn’t.

Now that the FCC has set the rules,
the ball is in the court of utility CEOs
across the land to make smart grids
happen.

The question of who pays for the
hardware can be worked out, Wood assured
reporters following the FCC meeting.

Upgrading the grid benefits utilities
and customers, he added, and can be done
with off-the-shelf equipment so costs will
be manageable.

Wood called for utility leaders and state
PUCs to get BPL “done and done right,”
avoiding a long, drawn-out process.

Demand from customers for
broadband is not lacking but few have
even heard of BPL yet and probably don’t
care how you get the service to them as
long as it’s affordable.

Co-ops may move quickly.
Many of them have the most to lose

or gain.
Add to that utilities that serve markets

ignored in the roll-out of cable and
telecom broadband.

More state governors are likely to
follow New York Gov George Pataki in his
recent official notice of homeland security
and economic benefits of BPL (BPL
Today, 10/4).

Competition for last mile was FCC dream
“A strategic goal of this commission is to
promote the availability of broadband to all
Americans irrespective of platform,” said
the joint statement of Chairman Powell
and Commissioner Kathleen Abernathy.

She played a key role in getting the
rule turned around quickly.  Powell finds
the technology “fascinating and
revolutionary.”

“Just a few short years ago critics
argued that competition for the ‘last mile’
would never become a reality because no
one could duplicate or bypass the telephone
line that ran from the curb into the home.

“With the advent of the 1996 act the
commission’s focus on fostering facilities-
based competition and the development of
new technologies, the market for last-mile
connectivity for broadband services in the
United States has become increasingly
competitive.

“Today we see viable competition from
multiple platforms including cable modem
services, satellite, Wi-Fi, Wi-Max and DSL.

“BPL provides us with a new potential
competitor in the broadband market.

“BPL technology also holds promise in
improving the provision and management
of electric power systems, homeland
security and protecting vital elements of
the nation’s critical infrastructure.

“Because BPL is a nascent technology
and the broadband market has no dominant
incumbent service provider only minimal
regulations are appropriate,” said Powell.

Commissioner Michael Copps, a
Democrat, voted to approve in part and to
dissent in part.

He cited amateur radio interference
complaints, worrying that they may not be

resolved fast-enough.
“I’m also disappointed that today’s

item dodges some of the hardest BPL
questions.

“If we want investment in BPL, we
need certainty and predictability.

“But issues such as universal service,
disabilities access, E911, pole attachments,
competition protections and, critically,
how to handle the potential for cross-
subsidization between regulated power
businesses and unregulated
communications businesses remain up in
the air,” he wrote.

“Is it right to allow electricity rate
payers to pay higher bills every month to
subsidize an electric company’s foray into
broadband?

“I’m glad our FERC colleagues are
here today, because this last part needs to
be a fully collaborative effort.

Copps is pro-broadband, he assured,
and cited a Business Week article calling
America a “broadband backwater.

“‘If the US is not to lose out in the
global race of the next-generation internet
and the new businesses it can spawn,
change is needed,’” Copps quoted.

“I agree.  We simply don’t have a
game plan.

“Nearly all of the industrialized nations
except the US have national broadband
plans.

“Where is our comprehensive
strategy?

“We’re late to the game.  Other
countries are far ahead and we just have
to get down on the field with a game plan
of our own.  FCC’s BPL dockets are 04-
37 and 03-104.
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Energy competition veteran hails Powell/Wood leadership

BPL changes value of
electrons

When Craig Goodman first started
studying the policy implications of BPL he
was struck by the realization that energy
marketers seem to be the obvious
channels to deliver “all manner of value-
added products, services and information
technology.”

He’s founder and CEO of the National
Energy Marketers Assn (NEMA) but
spoke to us about his own opinions as a
former energy policy official in the Reagan
and Bush I administrations.

He plays a key role in guiding state
and federal regulators and utility leaders in
the movement to open competitive energy

and telecom markets.
Broadband brings to the table an

incredible boost in the value of electricity and
the wires that carry it, Goodman said Friday.

He sees the technology creating a
much-needed foundation to spur “the next
logical step in the technology revolution.”

Because the power lines are
everywhere, BPL should eventually allow
not only greater reliability, advanced
metering, two-way load management and
grid surveillance on the electricity side, but
should bring the convergence of the
telecom and power industries that was
predicted by many.

NEMA’s first job is to get members
access to customers in more than the few
energy markets now open.

Goodman is excited about a host of

electrical applications to become available.
“We are a digital economy.  We just

don’t have a digital infrastructure yet.  I
believe that this is the first step toward a
significant upgrade.

He wants to see policies “that push
technology to its limits so that America
keeps a technological lead.”

The value being added to electricity is
significant, noted Goodman.
Chairmen Powell and Wood wisely saw
the value inherent in this technology and
the prospect of taking electricity to its
next level of achievement, Goodman
added.

Goodman was impressed with the
Powell-Wood statement “on what could be
a historic juncture in the progress of
technology.”

Moroney sees BPL repeating co-op history
Everyone is thinking about how to
deliver broadband to rural
communities, UTC CEO William
Moroney told us Thursday.

“In our industry it’s pretty clear
how that’s going to happen.”

He counts among his members
“municipalities and co-ops that were
set up to deliver electricity, gas and
water service to parts of the country
that no one could create a business
case for, so local governments did it or
citizens created cooperatives to do it.

“The same thing is going to happen
with broadband.”

Moroney reports “an enormous
amount of interest from co-ops around
the country.

“Manassas is a great example of
what a municipality can do when the
traditional broadband providers
essentially say, ‘we don’t think your
community is ready for it yet.’

“What they mean is, ‘we’re not
ready to invest in your community,
we’d rather invest someplace else,’” he
explained.

And some communities, “disagree
with that investment schedule.”

QUOTE OF THE WEEK:
The business case for delivering
any kind of telecom or electrical
service to communities falls apart
when users are measured by
miles/user not users/mile, noted
Maroney, “so you have to pay for
it with tax dollars.”

Does the FCC rule create a playing field
for BPL, we asked.

“It was already there,” replied
Moroney, but you have to remember that
“this is a technology that’s just coming out
of the gate.”

When Congress looks at the telecom
rewrite starting next year, it needs to find
affordable ways to promote the rapid
deployment of new technologies, said
Moroney.

“BPL is going to be one of several
broadband solutions that deliver the
benefits of broadband to more and more
consumers every year.”

Moroney doesn’t see BPL replacing
other broadband, although some churn is
expected.

Much more important is BPL’s ability
to compete with other existing broadband

technologies in the marketplace and
Moroney expects DSL, cable, WiMax
and even satellite to hold their own.

Somebody asked him what the
marketplace will be like in five years.

“I don’t know what it’s going to
be like in five months,” he responded.
Moroney sees WiMax taking some “I
Love Lucy reruns” off the air in a few
isolated markets to use that spectrum
for broadband, “but there’s probably
going to be something out there in a
couple or three years that neither you
nor I have dreamed of but I don’t see
anything going away.

“People talk about DSL being the
slower, aged broadband technology.”

That sort of prediction presumes
that everybody that has these
technologies is just letting them sit
there and that’s false, Moroney
predicted.

“We’ve seen immense
improvements in BPL technology over
the few years, “plus improvements in
DSL and cable.

“The issue is not so much the
technology as the investment and
infrastructure.”

Reactions mixed but positive
ARRL sees bar raised

for hardware firms
“The USTA applauds the free-market
approach the FCC is taking with (BPL)
and we urge the commission to do the

same for all sectors of the telecom
industry,” said the US Telecom Assn that
speaks for about 1,200 competitive
telecom firms and associated businesses.

American Radio Relay League (ARRL)
CEO David Sumner is cautiously
optimistic.

That’s a big change from the
organization’s traditional battle plans earlier
when prior versions of BPL seemed to
ARRL to walk all over the short wave
frequencies amateurs rely on.

BPL hardware makers went back to
work to solve interference problems when
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ARRL’s campaign to kill their business
plans put a serious chill on utility plans.

Other than a ban on BPL using
frequencies that some emergency
responders still rely on, Thursday’s FCC
rule is mostly a response to the amateur
radio community’s campaign for
protection from an eager new business
sector that seemed taken aback by the
downer of an unexpected amateur
uprising.

Ham operators, as they call
themselves, are licensed by the FCC and
protected from interference by Part 15
of the commission’s code.

They responded to the perceived
shove-off with a Boston-Tea-Party-style
response that reflected their modern
technological savvy — tons of testing of
and data showing “potential”
interference and a barrage of FCC filings
calling for the cancellation of every BPL
trial that made it onto their radar.

We have heard rumors of secret
trials hiding from them but the new rules
make secrecy unnecessary.

As BPL Today explored the industry,
the ARRL website was a good resource
for BPL details and links to hardware
makers.

The league seems finally a bit
relieved now that the federal government
sat up and took regulatory notice of the
threat BPL posed to a hobby called-on at
times to help coordinate the response to
disasters.

Filings at FCC by ARRL calling for
the cancellation of BPL trials continue
but BPL Today found all interviews with
ham operators and their leadership over
the first month of the publication’s life
cordial and marked by a general
consensus that the BPL world and
amateur radio community would benefit
from cooperation.

As we all wait to see the wording of
the final rules, Sumner noted that if the
wording meets the NTIA’s calls for
prohibited frequencies, exclusion zones
and coordination areas, he thinks
equipment makers “are facing a rather
significant challenge in re-engineering
their equipment to meet those criteria.”

He would have preferred amateur
bands (frequencies) got the same
attention NTIA’s bands got — and
certification of equipment isn’t the same
as certifying each installation before it
goes live, noted Sumner, but he seemed
satisfied with the compromises in the
rule.

“Our interest from this point forward
are the same as the BPL industry
interest — to avoid interference and
we’re hoping to be able to build a more

cooperative relationship and environment
where we can both pursue that,” Sumner
told BPL Today.

“The commission’s interest is in
amateur (radio) and BPL industry
cooperation because the FCC doesn’t
have the resources to adjudicate
interference issues.

“We’re gratified that the commission
recognizes that the potential for
interference from BPL devices is
significantly greater than for your run-of-
the-mill Part 15 devices,” such as garage
door openers and other weak, brief radio
signal devices.

Sumner believes the BPL hardware
makers will have to go back to the
drawing board to invent devices that
actually comply with the rule.

EarthLink applauded the FCC’s
move to help “spur the development and
deployment of BPL which has great
potential to become the third broadband
wire into the home,” said Dave Baker,
law and public policy vice president.

The firm has been actively involved

What we know so far about the BPL rule
Final wording of Order 04-245 is
99.9% approved, FCC’s Office of
Engineering & Technology (OET) said
Thursday (BPL Today Special Bulletin,
10/14), but not yet released.

Thus everything being said about
the report and rule is based on
comments from FCC and FERC
commissioners.

“Based on extensive research and
analyses, as well as experience, (the
FCC) concluded that the interference
concerns of licensed radio users can be
adequately addressed and that access
BPL systems will be able to operate
successfully on an unlicensed, non-
interference basis under the Part 15
model,” said an FCC release.

The rule-changes in the order set
specific technical and administrative
requirements for BPL equipment and
operators to make sure interference
doesn’t happen.

Where it does the rule offers
“timely resolution of that harmful
interference without disruption of
service to access BPL subscribers.”

The order includes procedures to
measure the radio frequency energy
emitted by BPL equipment, noted the
FCC.

Specifically the order:
•  Sets forth rules requiring that BPL

devices have the ability to “notch” out

any specific frequency and remotely
adjust or shut down any particular BPL
unit;

•  Establishes “excluded frequency
bands” that BPL has to avoid completely
to protect aeronautical and aircraft radio
communications;

•  Sets “exclusion zones” near
sensitive operations such as Coast
Guard or radio astronomy stations
where BPL has to avoid using certain
frequencies;

•  Requires BPL adopters to consult
with near-by public safety agencies,
federal government sensitive stations
and aeronautical stations;

•  Creates a publicly-available access
BPL notification database to give an
organized approach to finding and
resolving harmful interference (the UTC
has a private database it uses for its
members using other frequencies and
has created the framework for a public
version for BPL);

•  Changes the equipment
authorization for access BPL systems
from verification (having test results
filed away and ready for FCC perusal)
to certification, an FCC stamp of
approval on every BPL device, and

•  “Improves measurement
procedures for all equipment that use
RF energy to communicate over power
lines.”

for several years in developing BPL and
sees the technology as an opportunity to
get access to new customers.

The Telecomunications Industry
Assn, representing telecom hardware
makers, sees BPL as the third pipe into
businesses and homes and applauded the
rule.

“It gives us another customer ... in
the marketplace,” TIA’s Grant Siefert,
vice president told us.

“We see it as another facilities-based
carrier or provider to compete against
the incumbent.

“When there’s competition it forces
our guys to continue to innovate along
those competitive lines and that means
we’re investing in new technologies and
developing new technologies and
hopefully its going to provide consumers
more choice at a better price and better
service.”

The TIA represents big telecom
hardware makers such as Nortel,
Alcatel, Motorola and Cisco plus lots of
smaller firms.
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Regulatory questions linger as BPL grows
The FCC’s rule bodes well for the BPL
industry — up to a point, Tom Magee told
us.

He’s a regulatory attorney at the
Washington office of Keller & Heckman.

The rule covers notching, excluding
frequencies and creates protected zones
but “does nothing to clarify a host of
other important legal and regulatory
issues.

“We have an election coming up and
things could change,” warned Magee.

Commissioner Copps (above), a
Democrat, in his comments on the rule
seemed more concerned with interference
than the rest.

He could theoretically be designated
by President Kerry as FCC chairman
although Kerry could select someone else.

Copps expressed concern about
universal service, disabilities access,
E911, pole attachment, competition
protections and cross-subsidization not
made clear in the BPL rule.

These issues don’t need to be
resolved up-front, noted Magee, but as
utilities formulate their business plans they
should be keenly aware of the potential
regulatory restrictions and burdens down
the road.

Many of these and other outstanding
regulatory issues may be outside of the
FCC or FERC venue, said Magee, who
spends most of his time advising
corporations, cooperatives, municipalities
and associations on a variety of telecom
issues.

Section 253 of the Communications
Act for example entitles local
governments to manage and charge a fee
for use of utility rights-of-way.

He expects some local governments to
be eager to get at BPL revenues.

Landowners and their lawyers have
become vocal about utilities’ letting
telecom and cable services get access to
T&D systems that are covered by
electric-only easements, Magee reported.

He knows ways to work around
easement curbs, he added, but utilities
need to be careful.

Magee warned against following the
old maxim that it’s better to seek
forgiveness than to ask permission, a
lesson he’s seen some utilities learn the
hard way.

Remaining regulatory uncertainty
appears to hinge on whether BPL gets
classified as a telecom or cable service.

Telecom service providers are subject
to common carrier non-discriminatory
access, noted Magee.

Thus if BPL is deemed telecom,
federal statutes could require BPL
providers to grant non-discriminatory
access to competing ISPs or VOIP firms.

Pole attachment regs apply at the
federal level to telecom and cable
providers only.

As BPL-based VOIP and video services
start to spread, Magee wondered whether
BPL will find itself classified as both.

The 9th Circuit’s Brand X decision
held that the transmission component of
cable broadband is to be treated as
telecom.

If that logic were upheld by the
Supreme Court, BPL might be interpreted
as having a telecom component, Magee
suggested.

His main areas of expertise are pole
and conduit attachment regs and
regulatory compliance in the tower
industry.

BPL attachments should not be
regulated as pole attachments in his view.
“Pole attachments are defined as
attachments to ‘poles, ducts, conduits and

rights-of-way.’”
BPL deployment includes attachments

to poles but it also requires access to
electric distribution wires, “which in our
view are not poles, ducts, conduits or
rights-of-way,” rather the wires are the
very heart of the electric distribution
system.

If BPL were classified as a telecom
service, many of the regulatory issues cited
by Commissioner Copps would need to be
addressed, said Magee, who expects judges,
not the FCC, would have the final say.

The commission is likely to have
leeway in deciding whether or not to apply
Title II telecom regulatory burdens to
BPL, having the authority to “forbear”
from imposing its regulations under
certain circumstances.

Forbearance in the BPL context,
explained Magee, may be appropriate
considering the nascent state of the
technology.

Magee urged utilities to be careful to
preserve BPL’s image as a developing
technology providing a much-needed third
pipe into homes and one that fully
deserves a hands-off regulatory approach.

“Given the current regulatory
environment, BPL providers have reason
to be optimistic.

“It appears for now that the
commission doesn’t want to burden us,
but anticipating and minimizing potentially
harmful regulation down the road will
require utilities to be vigilant and
persuasive.”

Tell us what you think.  We want to hear from you.  Send your comments, questions
and suggestions about this week’s BPL Today to sam@ghinews.com.

Abbreviations:  To see a glossary of BPL Today’s abbreviations, go to http://
www.bpltoday.com/glossary.htm.
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Criag
corporations, cooperatives, municipalitiesand associations on a variety of telecomissues.Section 253 of the CommunicationsBPL attachments should not beregulated as pole attachments in his view.“Pole attachments are defined asattachments to ‘poles, ducts, conduits andbut anticipating and minimizing potentiallyharmful regulation down the road willrequire utilities to be vigilant andpersuasive.”

Criag
Act for example entitles localgovernments to manage and charge a feefor use of utility rights-of-way.He expects some local governments tobe eager to get at BPL revenues.Landowners and their lawyers havebecome vocal about utilities’ lettingtelecom and cable services get access toT&D systems that are covered byelectric-only easements, Magee reported.He knows ways to work aroundeasement curbs, he added, but utilitiesneed to be careful.Tell us what you think. We want to hear from you. Send your comments, questionsand suggestions about this week’s BPL Today to sam@ghinews.com.Abbreviations: To see a glossary of BPL Today’s abbreviations, go to http://www.bpltoday.com/glossary.htm.BPL Today is published 50 times a year on Mondays by ghi at 4418 MacArthur Boulevard, WashingtonDC 20007. Phone 800-486-8201 or 202-298-8201 and fax to 202-298-8210. A one year subscription is$497 in US funds (plus 8% sales tax in the District of Columbia). Significant discounts for site licenses thatallow you to put our copyright-protected issues on your internal intranet site for others to see. GeorgeSpencer, publisher; Sam Spencer, editor; Season Hawksley, marketing director.daily@restructuringtoday.comwww.bpltoday.com

Criag
Tom Magee

Criag
universal service, disabilities access,E911, pole attachment, competitionprotections and cross-subsidization notmade clear in the BPL rule.BPL will find itself classified as both.The 9th Circuit’s Brand X decisionheld that the transmission component ofexplained Magee, may be appropriateconsidering the nascent state of thetechnology.

Criag
Commissioner Copps (above), aDemocrat, in his comments on the ruleBPL is deemed telecom,federal statutes could require BPLproviders to grant non-discriminatoryaddressed, said Magee, who expects judges,not the FCC, would have the final say.

Criag
by President Kerry as FCC chairmanto telecom and cableproviders only.BPL, having the authority to “forbear”

Criag
utilities


